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POLITICAL DIALOGUE AND COOPERATION AGREEMENT
between the European Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republics of
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama, of the other part
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM,
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK,
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY,
THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC,
THE KINGDOM OF SPAIN,
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC,
IRELAND,
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC,
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG,
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS,
THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA,
THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC,
THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND,
THE KINGDOM OF SWEDEN,
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND,

Contracting Parties to the Treaty establishing the European Community and the Treaty on European Union, hereinafter
referred to as the ‘Member States’, and
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, hereinafter referred to as ‘the Community’

of the one part, and
THE REPUBLIC OF COSTA RICA,
THE REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR,
THE REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA,
THE REPUBLIC OF HONDURAS,
THE REPUBLIC OF NICARAGUA,
THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA,

of the other part,
CONSIDERING the traditional historical and cultural links between the Parties and the desire to strengthen their relations,

building on the existing mechanisms that govern relations between the Parties;
CONSIDERING the positive development in both regions during the last decade, which has enabled the promotion of

common goals and interests to enter into a new stage of relations, deeper and more modern and permanent, in order to
respond to current internal challenges and to international events;
REAFFIRMING their respect for democratic principles and fundamental human rights as set out in the Universal Declara

tion of Human Rights;
RECALLING their commitment to the principles of the rule of law and good governance;
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BASED on the principles of shared responsibilities and convinced of the importance of the prevention of the use of illicit

drugs and reducing their harmful effects as well as tackling the illicit cultivation, production, processing and trafficking
of drugs and their precursors;
HIGHLIGHTING their commitment to work together in pursuit of the objectives of poverty eradication, equitable and

sustainable development, including aspects of vulnerability to natural disasters, environmental conservation and protec
tion and biodiversity, and the progressive integration of Central American countries into the world economy;
EMPHASIZING the importance the Parties attach to the consolidation of the political dialogue and economic cooperation

process built up between the Parties under the San Jose Dialogue initiated in 1984 and renewed in Florence in 1996 and
in Madrid in 2002;
HIGHLIGHTING the need to strengthen the programme of cooperation governed by the Framework Cooperation Agree

ment between the European Economic Community and the Republics of Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua and Panama signed in 1993 (hereinafter referred to as the ‘1993 Framework Cooperation Agreement’);
RECOGNIZING the advances in the Central American economic integration process, such as for example, the efforts

towards a prompt establishment of a Central American Customs Union, the entry into effect of the Trade Dispute Settle
ment Mechanism, the signing of the Central American Treaty on Investment and Trade in Services; as well as the need to
deepen the process of regional integration, regional trade liberalization and economic reform within the Central Amer
ican region;
AWARE of the need to promote sustainable development in both regions through a development partnership involving

all relevant stakeholders, including civil society and the private sector, in line with the principles set out in the Monterrey
Consensus and the Johannesburg Declaration, and its Plan for Implementation;
MINDFUL of the need to establish cooperation on migration issues;
RECOGNIZING that no provision in this Agreement shall in any way refer to, nor shall be interpreted or construed in any

way such as defining the position of the Parties in ongoing or future bilateral or multilateral trade negotiations;
EMPHASIZING the will to cooperate in international fora on issues of mutual interest;
BEARING IN MIND the strategic partnership developed between the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean

in the context of the 1999 Rio Summit and reaffirmed at the 2002 Madrid Summit; and
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT the Madrid Declaration of May 2002;
HAVE DECIDED TO CONCLUDE THIS AGREEMENT:

TITLE I
PRINCIPLES, OBJECTIVES, AND SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT

Article 1
Principles
1.
Respect for democratic principles and fundamental human rights, as laid down in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, as well as for the principle of the rule of law, underpins the internal and international policies of the
Parties and constitutes an essential element of this Agreement.
2.
The Parties confirm their commitment to the promotion of sustainable development and to contribute to reaching
the Millennium Development Goals.
3.

The Parties reaffirm their attachment to the principles of good governance and the fight against corruption.

Article 2
Objectives and Scope
1.
The Parties confirm their joint objective of strengthening their relations by developing their political dialogue and
reinforcing their cooperation.
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2.
The Parties likewise reaffirm their decision to strengthen cooperation on trade, on investments, and on economic
relations.
3.
The Parties confirm their joint objective of working towards creating conditions under which, building on the
outcome of the Doha Work Programme, which the Parties have committed themselves to complete by the end of 2004,
a feasible and mutually beneficial Association Agreement, including a Free Trade Agreement, could be negotiated
between them.
4.
Implementation of this Agreement should help to create these conditions by striving for political and social stabi
lity, deepening the regional integration process and reducing poverty within a sustainable development framework in
Central America.
5.
This Agreement governs the political dialogue and cooperation between the Parties and contains the necessary
institutional arrangements for its application. No provision of this Agreement shall define the position of the Parties in
ongoing or future bilateral or multilateral trade negotiations.
6.
The Parties undertake to assess progress periodically, taking account of progress achieved before the entry into
force of the Agreement.

TITLE II
POLITICAL DIALOGUE

Article 3
Objectives
1.
The Parties agree to reinforce their regular political dialogue on the basis of the principles set out in the Joint
Declarations of the San Jose Dialogue process, in particular the Declarations of San Jose (28/29 September 1984), Flor
ence (21 March 1996) and Madrid (18 May 2002).
2.
The Parties agree that political dialogue shall cover all aspects of mutual interest and any other international issue.
It shall prepare the way for new initiatives for pursuing common goals and establishing common ground in areas such
as regional integration, poverty reduction and social cohesion, sustainable development, regional security and stability,
conflict prevention and resolution, human rights, democracy, good governance, migration, and the fight against corrup
tion, counter-terrorism, drugs, and small arms and light weapons. It shall also provide a basis for initiatives to be taken
and support efforts to develop initiatives, including cooperation, and actions throughout the Latin American region.
3.
The Parties agree that a strengthened political dialogue shall enable a broad exchange of information and shall
provide a forum for joint initiatives at international level.

Article 4
Mechanisms
The Parties agree that their political dialogue shall be conducted:
(a) where appropriate and agreed by both Parties, at Head of State and Government level;
(b) at ministerial level, in particular in the framework of the Ministerial Meeting of the San Jose Dialogue;
(c) at senior official level;
(d) at working level;
and shall make maximum use of diplomatic channels.
Article 5
Cooperation in the field of foreign and security policy
The Parties shall, as far as possible and in accordance with their interests, coordinate their positions and take joint initia
tives in the appropriate international fora and cooperate in the field of foreign and security policy.
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TITLE III
COOPERATION

Article 6
Objectives
1.
The Parties agree that the cooperation provided for in the 1993 Framework Cooperation Agreement shall be
strengthened and extended to other areas. It shall focus on the following objectives:
(a) promotion of political and social stability through democracy, respect for human rights and good governance;
(b) deepening of the process of regional integration among the countries of Central America to contribute to higher
economic growth and gradual improvement of quality of life for their peoples;
(c) poverty reduction and promotion of more equitable access to social services and the rewards of economic growth,
ensuring an appropriate balance between economic, social and environmental components in a sustainable develop
ment context.
2.
The Parties agree that cooperation shall take account of cross-cutting aspects relating to economic and social devel
opment, including issues such as gender, respect for indigenous peoples and other Central American ethnic groups,
natural disaster prevention and response, environmental conservation and protection, biodiversity, cultural diversity,
research and technological development. Regional integration shall also be considered as a cross-cutting theme and in
that regard cooperation actions at national level should be compatible with the process of regional integration.
3.
The Parties agree that measures aimed at contributing to regional integration in Central America and strengthening
inter-regional relations between the Parties shall be encouraged.

Article 7
Methodology
The Parties agree that cooperation shall be implemented by means of technical and financial assistance, studies, training,
exchanges of information and expertise, meetings, seminars, research projects or any other means agreed by the Parties
in the context of the area of cooperation, the objectives pursued and the means available, in conformity with the norms
and regulations that apply to this cooperation. All entities involved in cooperation will be subject to a transparent and
accountable management of resources.

Article 8
Cooperation in the field of human rights, democracy and good governance
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall actively support governments and representatives of civil society
through actions, in particular in the following areas:
(a) promotion and protection of human rights and consolidation of the process of democratisation, including the
management of electoral processes;
(b) strengthening the rule of law and the good and transparent management of public affairs, including the fight against
corruption at local, regional and national levels; and
(c) reinforcing the independence and efficiency of judicial systems.
Article 9
Cooperation in the field of conflict prevention
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall promote and sustain a comprehensive peace policy which
encourages dialogue among democratic nations in the face of present challenges including the prevention and resolution
of conflicts, peace restoration and justice in the context of human rights. This policy shall be based on the principle of
ownership and shall focus primarily on developing regional, sub-regional and national capacities. In order to prevent
conflicts, and as required, it shall ensure equal political, economic, social and cultural opportunity for all segments of
society, reinforce democratic legitimacy, promote social cohesion and the effective management of public affairs, estab
lish effective mechanisms for peaceful conciliation of interests of different groups, and encourage an active and organized
civil society, in particular making use of existing regional institutions.
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2.
Cooperation activities may include, as appropriate, among others, support for country specific mediation, negotia
tion and reconciliation processes, efforts developed to help children, women and elder people and for actions in the
fight against anti-personnel mines.
3.
The Parties shall also cooperate in the field of prevention and combat of illegal traffic of small arms and light
weapons with the aim of developing, among others, coordination in actions to strengthen legal, institutional and police
cooperation, as well as the collection and destruction of illicit small arms and light weapons in civilian hands.

Article 10
Cooperation to strengthen modernization of the state and public administration
1.
The Parties agree that the objective of cooperation in this field shall be to strengthen modernization and professio
nalisation of public administration in Central American countries, including supporting the process of decentralization
and organizational changes resulting from the process of Central American integration. In general, the aim shall be to
improve organizational efficiency, to ensure transparent management of public resources and accountability, as well as
to improve the legal and institutional framework based, among others, on best practices of the Parties and taking advan
tage of the experience gained through the development of policies and instruments in the European Union.
2.
This cooperation may include, among other things, programmes aimed at building capacities for policy design and
implementation in all areas of mutual interest, inter alia, public service delivery, budget composition and execution,
prevention of and fight against corruption and reinforcing judiciary systems.

Article 11
Cooperation in the field of regional integration
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall reinforce the process of regional integration within the Central
American region, in particular the development and implementation of its common market.
2.
Cooperation shall support the development and strengthening of common institutions in the Central American
region and shall promote closer cooperation between the institutions concerned.
3.
Cooperation shall also promote the development of common policies and the harmonization of the legal frame
work, only and exclusively to the extent that they are covered by the Central American integration instruments and as
agreed by the Parties, including sectorial policies in areas such as trade, customs, energy, transport, communications,
environment and competition, as well as the coordination of macroeconomic policies in areas such as monetary policy,
fiscal policy and public finance.
4.

More specifically, it may include, among others through the provision of trade related technical assistance:

(a) the provision of assistance to strengthen the process of consolidation and implementation of a functioning Central
American customs union;
(b) the provision of assistance in reducing and eliminating obstacles to the development of intra-regional trade;
(c) cooperation in the simplification, modernization, harmonization and integration of customs and transit regimes and
provision of support in terms of development of legislation, norms and professional training; and
(d) the provision of assistance to deepen the process towards the consolidation and functioning of an intra-regional
common market.
Article 12
Regional cooperation
The Parties agree to use all existing cooperation instruments to promote activities aimed at developing active and reci
procal cooperation between the European Union and Central America and, without undermining cooperation between
the Parties, between Central America and other countries/regions in Latin America and the Caribbean in areas such as
trade and investment promotion, environment, natural disaster prevention and response, scientific, technical and techno
logical research, energy, transport, communications infrastructure, culture, regional development and land use planning,
among others.
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Article 13
Trade cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in trade shall promote the integration of the countries of Central America into
the world economy. It shall also aim to foster, through the provision of trade related technical assistance, the develop
ment and diversification of intra-regional trade as well as trade with the European Union to the highest possible degree.
2.
The Parties agree to implement an integrated trade cooperation agenda to best tap the opportunities that trade
implies, broadening the productive base that will benefit from trade, including the development of mechanisms to face
the challenges of greater market competition, and building those skills, instruments and techniques required to accelerate
the enjoyment of all benefits of trade.
3.
In order to implement the cooperation agenda, and to maximize the opportunities of bilateral, regional, or multilateral trade negotiations and agreements, the Parties agree to strengthen regional technical capacity building.
Article 14
Cooperation in the field of services
1.
The Parties agree to strengthen their cooperation in the field of services, in conformity with the rules of the
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), reflecting the increasing importance of services for the development
and diversification of their economies. Increased cooperation shall be aimed at improving the competitiveness of the
Central American services sector in a manner consistent with sustainable development.
2.
The Parties shall identify the services sectors on which cooperation will centre. Activities shall be geared, among
other things, to the regulatory environment with due regard to domestic legislation, as well as to access to sources of
capital and technology.
Article 15
Cooperation on intellectual property
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall be aimed at promoting investment, technology transfer, dissemina
tion of information, cultural and creative activities and related economic activities as well as access and benefits sharing
in the areas identified by the Parties. Cooperation shall be aimed at improving the laws, regulations and policies, with a
view to promoting levels of protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights in accordance with the highest
international standards.
Article 16
Cooperation on public procurement
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall aim to promote reciprocal, non-discriminatory, transparent and, if
the Parties so agree, open (1) procedures for respective government and public sector procurement, and where appro
priate, at all levels.
Article 17
Cooperation in the field of competition policy
The Parties agree that cooperation in the field of competition policy shall promote the effective establishment and appli
cation of competition rules as well as the dissemination of information in order to foster transparency and legal
certainty for enterprises operating in the Central American and European Union markets.
Article 18
Customs cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall be aimed at developing measures related to customs and trade
facilitation and promote the exchange of information concerning the customs systems of the Parties, in order to facilitate
trade between the Parties.
(1) As provided in the second sentence of Article 2(5), ‘open’ shall not be construed to mean ‘access’.
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As agreed by the Parties, cooperation may include, among others:

(a) simplification and harmonization of import and export documentation based on international standards, including
use of simplified declarations;
(b) improvement of customs procedures, through methods such as risk assessment, simplified procedures for entry and
release of goods, granting of authorized trader status, using electronic data interchange (EDI) and automated systems;
(c) measures to improve transparency and appeal procedures against customs decisions and rulings;
(d) mechanisms to promote regular consultation with the trade community on import and export regulations and pro
cedures.
3.
Consideration may be given, within the institutional framework established by this Agreement, to the conclusion
of a Mutual Assistance Protocol on customs matters.

Article 19
Cooperation on technical regulations and conformity assessment
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation on standards, technical regulations and on conformity assessments is a key
objective for the development of trade in particular with regard to intra-regional trade.
2.

As agreed by the Parties, cooperation shall promote:

(a) provision of technical assistance programmes in Central America to ensure that systems and structures for standards,
accreditation, certification and metrology are compatible with:
— international standards;
— essential requirements concerning health and safety, conservation of plants and animals, consumer protection
and environmental protection.
(b) the objective of cooperation in this area to facilitate market access.
3.

In practice, cooperation shall:

(a) provide organisational and technical support to foster the establishment of regional networks and bodies, and
increase coordination of policies to promote a common approach to the use of international and regional standards
with regard to technical regulations and conformity assessment procedures;
(b) encourage any measure aimed at bridging the gap between the Parties in the areas of conformity assessment and
standardisation; and
(c) encourage any measures designed to improve transparency, good regulatory practices and the promotion of quality
standards for products and business practices.

Article 20
Industrial cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that industrial cooperation shall promote the modernisation and restructuring of Central Amer
ican industry and individual sectors, as well as industrial cooperation between economic operators, with the objective of
strengthening the private sector under conditions which promote environmental protection.
2.
Industrial cooperation initiatives shall reflect the priorities determined by the Parties. They shall take into account
the regional aspects of industrial development, promoting trans-national partnerships where relevant. Initiatives shall
seek in particular to establish a suitable framework for improving management know-how and promoting transparency
as regards markets and conditions for business undertakings.
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Article 21
Cooperation in the field of small and medium-sized and micro-enterprise development
The Parties agree to promote a favourable environment for the development of small and medium-sized and microenterprises, including those in rural areas, in particular by:
(a) promoting contacts between economic operators, encouraging joint investments and joint ventures and information
networks through existing horizontal programmes;
(b) facilitating access to channels of finance, providing information and stimulating innovation.
Article 22
Cooperation on agriculture and rural sector, forestry and sanitary and phytosanitary measures
1.
The Parties agree to mutual cooperation in agriculture in order to promote sustainable agriculture, agricultural and
rural development, forestry, sustainable social and economic development and food security for the countries of Central
America.
2.
The cooperation shall focus on promoting capacity-building, infrastructure and technology transfer, addressing
matters such as:
(a) sanitary, phytosanitary, environmental and food quality measures, taking into account the legislation in force for
both Parties, in compliance with WTO rules and other competent international organisations;
(b) diversification and restructuring of agricultural sectors;
(c) the mutual exchange of information, including that concerning the development of the Parties' agricultural policies;
(d) technical assistance for the improvement of productivity and the exchange of alternative crop technologies;
(e) scientific and technological experiments;
(f) measures aimed at enhancing the quality of agricultural products, capacity building measures for producer associ
ations and supporting trade promotion activities;
(g) enhanced capacity for the implementation of sanitary and phytosanitary measures to facilitate market access as well
as ensuring an appropriate level of health protection in accordance with the provisions of the WTO/SPS agreement.
Article 23
Fisheries and aquaculture cooperation
The Parties agree to develop economic and technical cooperation in the fisheries and aquaculture sector, especially in
aspects such as the sustainable exploitation, management and conservation of fisheries resources, including environ
mental impact assessment. Cooperation should also include areas such as the processing industry and facilitation of
trade. Cooperation in the fisheries sector could lead to the conclusion of bilateral fisheries agreements between the
Parties or between the European Community and one or more Central American countries and/or to the conclusion of
multilateral fisheries agreements between the Parties.

Article 24
Cooperation on mining
The Parties agree that cooperation in the field of mining, taking into account aspects of environmental conservation,
shall focus principally on the following:
(a) promoting the participation of enterprises from the Parties in the exploration, exploitation and sustainable use of
minerals in accordance with their legislation;
(b) promoting exchanges of information, experience and technology relating to mining exploration and exploitation;
(c) promoting exchanges of experts and performing joint research to increase opportunities for technological develop
ment;
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(d) developing measures to promote investment in this field, in accordance with the legislation of each Central American
country and of the European Union and its Member States;
(e) developing measures to promote environmental integrity and corporate environmental responsibility in this sector.
Article 25
Energy cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that their joint objective will be to foster cooperation in the field of energy, in key sectors such as
hydroelectricity, electricity, oil and gas, renewable energy, energy saving technology, rural electrification and regional
integration of energy markets, among others as identified by the Parties, and in compliance with domestic legislation.
2.

Cooperation may include, among others, the following:

(a) formulation and planning of energy policy, including inter-connected infrastructures of regional importance,
improvement and diversification of energy supply and improvement of energy markets, including facilitation of
transit, transmission and distribution within the Central American countries;
(b) management and training for the energy sector and transfer of technology and know-how;
(c) promotion of energy saving, energy efficiency, renewable energy and studying of the environmental impact of
energy production and consumption;
(d) promote the application of clean development mechanism to support the climate change initiatives and its varia
bility;
(e) the issue of clean and peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
Article 26
Transport cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall focus on restructuring and modernizing transport and related
infrastructure systems, improving the movement of passengers and goods and providing better access to urban, air, mari
time, rail and road transport markets by refining the management of transport from the operational and administrative
points of view and by promoting high operating standards.
2.

Cooperation may include the following:

(a) exchanges of information on the Parties' policies, especially regarding urban transport and the interconnection and
interoperability of multimodal transport networks and other issues of mutual interest;
(b) the management of railways, ports and airports, including appropriate cooperation between the relevant authorities;
(c) cooperation projects for transfer of European technology in the Global Navigation Satellite System and urban public
transport centres;
(d) improvement of safety and pollution prevention standards including cooperation in the appropriate international
forums aiming to ensure better enforcement of international standards.
Article 27
Cooperation on information society, information technology and telecommunications
1.
The Parties agree that information technology and communications are key sectors in a modern society and are of
vital importance to economic and social development and the smooth transition to the information society. Cooperation
in this field shall contribute to the reduction of the digital divide and development of human resources.
2.

Cooperation in this area shall aim to promote:

(a) dialogue on all aspects of information society;
(b) in compliance with domestic legislation of the Parties, dialogue on regulatory and policy aspects of information tech
nology and communications, including standards;
(c) exchanges of information on standards, conformity assessment and type-approval;
(d) dissemination of new information and communications technologies;
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(e) joint research projects on information and communications technologies and pilot projects in the fields of informa
tion society applications;
(f) interconnection and interoperability of telematic networks and services;
(g) exchanges and training of specialists;
(h) development of e-government applications;
Article 28
Audiovisual cooperation
The Parties agree to promote cooperation in the audiovisual sector and in the media sector in general, through joint
initiatives in training as well as audiovisual development, production and distribution activities, including the educational
and cultural field. Cooperation shall take place in accordance with the relevant national copyright provisions and applic
able international agreements.
Article 29
Cooperation on tourism
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall aim to consolidate best practices in order to ensure balanced and
sustainable development of tourism in the Central American region. Cooperation should aim to develop strategies better
to position and promote the region in Europe as a competitive tourist multi-destination.
Article 30
Cooperation between financial institutions
The Parties agree to foster, according to their needs and within the framework of their respective programmes and legis
lation, cooperation between financial institutions.
Article 31
Cooperation in the field of investment promotion
1.
The Parties agree to promote, within the scope of their respective competences, an attractive and stable reciprocal
investment climate.
2.

Cooperation may include:

(a) encouraging mechanisms for the exchange and dissemination of information on investment legislation and opportu
nities;
(b) developing a legal framework favourable to investment in both regions, where appropriate, through the conclusion
of bilateral agreements promoting and protecting investment between the Member States and the Central American
countries;
(c) promoting simplified administrative procedures;
(d) developing joint venture mechanisms.
Article 32
Macroeconomic dialogue
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation shall aim to promote the exchange of information on respective macroeconomic
trends and policies, as well as the sharing of experiences in the coordination of macroeconomic policies in the context
of a common market.
2.
The Parties shall also aim to deepen the dialogue between their authorities on macroeconomic matters and, as
agreed by the Parties, may include areas such as monetary policy, fiscal policy, public finance, and macroeconomic stabi
lization and external debt.
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Article 33
Statistics cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that the main objective shall be to develop better statistical methods and programmes including
gathering and dissemination of statistics, aimed at generating indicators with enhanced comparability between the
Parties, thus enabling the Parties to use each other's statistics on trade in goods and services and, more generally, any
field covered by this Agreement, for which statistics can be drawn up.
2.
This cooperation could include, among others: technical exchanges between statistical institutes in Central America
and in European Union Member States and Eurostat; development of improved, and where relevant, consistent methods
of data collection, analysis and interpretation; and organization of seminars, working groups or statistical training
programmes.

Article 34
Cooperation on consumer protection
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field may involve, amongst others and to the extent possible:
(a) improved mutual understanding of consumer legislation in order to avoid barriers to trade while ensuring a high
level of consumer protection;
(b) promoting exchange of information on consumer protection systems.
Article 35
Cooperation on data protection
1.
The Parties agree to cooperate on the protection in the processing of personal data and other data, with a view to
promoting the highest international standards.
2.
The Parties also agree to cooperate on the protection of personal data in order to improve the level of protection
and to work towards the free movement of personal data between the Parties, with due regard to domestic legislation of
the Parties.

Article 36
Scientific and technological cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in science and technology shall be carried out in their mutual interest and in
compliance with their policies, and shall aim to:
(a) exchange scientific and technological information and experience at regional level, especially on the implementation
of policies and programmes;
(b) promote human resources development;
(c) foster relations between the Parties' scientific communities;
(d) encourage the participation of the business sector of the Parties in scientific and technological cooperation, in par
ticular the promotion of innovation;
(e) promote innovation and technology transfer between the Parties, including e-government and cleaner technologies.
2.
The Parties agree to promote and strengthen scientific research, technological development and innovation
processes, involving higher-education institutions, research centres; productive sectors, especially small and mediumsized enterprises shall be encouraged on both sides.
3.
The Parties agree to foster scientific and technological cooperation among universities, research institutes and
productive sectors of both regions, including scholarships, student and specialists exchange programmes.
4.
The Parties agree to strengthen the links of cooperation between scientific, technological and innovation entities
for the promotion, dissemination and transfer of technology.
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Article 37
Cooperation on education and training
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall aim to determine how to improve education and vocational
training. To this end, access by young people, women, senior citizens, indigenous peoples and other Central American
ethnic groups, to education, including technical courses, higher education and vocational training, shall receive special
attention, as shall achieving the Millennium Development Goals in this context.
2.
The Parties agree to cooperate more closely on education and vocational training and promote cooperation
between universities and between businesses in order to develop the level of expertise of senior staff.
3.
The Parties also agree to pay special attention to decentralized operations and programmes (ALFA, ALBAN, URBAL, etc.), forging permanent links between specialized bodies in both Parties, which will encourage the pooling and
exchange of experience and technical resources. In this context, cooperation may also support actions and programmes
of education and training to address the specific needs of the Central American countries.
4.

The Parties will promote education of the indigenous peoples, also in their own languages.
Article 38
Environmental and biodiversity cooperation

1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall promote the protection of the environment in pursuit of
sustainable development. In this connection, the relationship between poverty and the environment and the environ
mental impact of economic activities are considered important. Cooperation should also promote effective participation
in international environmental agreements in areas such as climate change, biodiversity, desertification and chemicals
management.
2.

Cooperation may focus among others on:

(a) preventing degradation of the environment; for that purpose, cooperation should include the issue of the transfer of
environmentally sustainable and/or clean technologies;
(b) promoting the conservation and sustainable management of natural resources (including biodiversity and genetic
resources);
(c) encouraging national and regional monitoring of biodiversity;
(d) exchanging information and experience on environmental legislation and on common environmental problems
occurring in both sides;
(e) promoting harmonisation of environmental legislation in Central America;
(f) strengthening environmental management in all sectors at all levels of government;
(g) promoting environmental education, creation of capacity and strengthening of citizen's participation;
(h) encouraging joint regional research programmes.
Article 39
Cooperation in the field of natural disasters
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall aim to reduce the vulnerability of the Central American region to
natural disasters through strengthening regional research, planning, monitoring prevention, response and rehabilitation
capacities, harmonizing the legal framework and improving institutional coordination and government support.
Article 40
Cultural cooperation
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this sphere, cultural ties and contacts between cultural agents in both regions
shall be expanded.
2.
The objective shall be to promote cultural cooperation between the Parties, taking into account and favouring
synergies with bilateral schemes of the Member States of the European Union.
3.
Cooperation shall take place in accordance with the relevant national copyright provisions and international agree
ments.
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This cooperation may cover all cultural fields, including, among others, the following areas:

(a) translation of literary works;
(b) conservation, restoration, recovery and revitalization of cultural heritage;
(c) cultural events and related activities, as well as exchanges of artists and professionals in the cultural area;
(d) promotion of cultural diversity, particularly that of the indigenous peoples and other Central American ethnic
groups;
(e) youth exchanges;
(f) combat and prevention of illicit traffic of cultural patrimony;
(g) promotion of handicraft and cultural industries.
Article 41
Cooperation in the field of health
1.
The Parties agree to cooperate in the health sector with the aim of supporting sectorial reforms that make health
service delivery pro-poor and equitable as well as in promoting fair financing mechanisms that improve access to health
care and nutritional security for the poor.
2.
The Parties agree that primary prevention also requires involving other sectors such as education and water and
sanitation. In this regard, the Parties aim to strengthen and develop partnerships beyond the health sector to achieve the
Millennium Development Goals, such as the fight against AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis and other epidemics. Partnerships
with civil society, NGOs and the private sector are also needed to address sexual health and rights in a gender sensitive
approach and to work with young people to prevent sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies, provided
that these objectives do not contravene the legal framework and cultural sensitivity of the countries.

Article 42
Social cooperation
1.
The Parties agree to cooperate in fostering the participation of the social partners in a dialogue on living and
working conditions, social protection and integration into society. Particular account shall be taken of the need to avoid
discrimination in the treatment of nationals of either Party residing legally in the territories of the other Party.
2.
The Parties acknowledge the importance of social development, which must go hand in hand with economic devel
opment and agree to give priority to employment, housing and human settlements in accordance with their respective
policies and constitutional provisions, as well as the promotion of the fundamental principles and rights at work identi
fied by the International Labour Organization's conventions, the so-called Core Labour Standards.
3.

The Parties may cooperate in any area of mutual interest in the above fields.

4.
Where appropriate, and in accordance with their respective procedures, the Parties may conduct this dialogue in
coordination with the European Economic and Social Committee and its Central American counterpart, respectively.

Article 43
Participation of civil society in cooperation
1.
The Parties recognize the role and potential contribution of civil society in the cooperation process and agree to
promote effective dialogue with civil society.
2.

Subject to the legal and administrative provisions of each Party, civil society may:

(a) be consulted during the policy making process at country level according to democratic principles;
(b) be informed of and participate in consultations on development and cooperation strategies and sectorial policies,
particularly in areas concerning them, including all stages of the development process;
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(c) receive financial resources, insofar as the internal rules of each Party so allow, and capacity building support in
critical areas;
(d) participate in the implementation of cooperation programmes in the areas that concern it.
Article 44
Cooperation in the field of gender
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall help to strengthen policies, programmes, and mechanisms aimed at
ensuring, improving and expanding the equal participation and opportunities for men and women in all sectors of poli
tical, economic, social and cultural life, including where necessary, through the adoption of positive measures in support
of women. It shall also help to facilitate the access of women to all the resources needed to fully exercise their funda
mental rights.

Article 45
Cooperation on indigenous peoples and other Central American ethnic groups
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall contribute to promote the establishment of organizations for
indigenous peoples and other Central American ethnic groups as well as strengthening the existing ones, in the context
of promoting the goals of poverty eradication, sustainable management of natural resources, respect for human rights,
democracy and cultural diversity.
2.
In addition to taking systematic account of the situation of indigenous peoples and other Central American ethnic
groups at all levels of development cooperation, the Parties shall integrate their particular situation in the development
of policies and strengthen the capacity of their organizations in order to increase the positive effects of development co
operation on these groups, in accordance with national and international obligations of the Parties.

Article 46
Cooperation on uprooted peoples and demobilized combatants
1.
The Parties agree that cooperation in support of uprooted peoples and demobilized combatants shall help to meet
their essential requirements from the time humanitarian aid ceases to the adoption of a longer-term solution to resolve
their status.
2.

This cooperation may include, among others, the following activities:

(a) self-sufficiency and reintegration into the socioeconomic fabric of uprooted peoples and demobilized combatants;
(b) aid to local host communities and resettlement areas to foster acceptance and integration of uprooted peoples and
demobilized combatants;
(c) helping those people to voluntarily return to and settle in their countries of origin or third countries, if conditions
permit;
(d) operations to help people recover their belongings or property rights as well as aid for the legal settlement of
human rights violations against the people in question;
(e) strengthening the institutional capacity of countries faced with these issues;
(f) support for the reinsertion into political, social and productive life, including, where applicable, as part of a reconci
liation process.
Article 47
Cooperation in combating illicit drugs and related crime
1.
On the basis of the principle of co-responsibility, the Parties agree that cooperation in this field shall aim to coordi
nate and increase joint efforts to prevent and reduce the production, trafficking and consumption of illicit drugs. The
Parties also agree to endeavour to combat crime relating to this traffic, among others, through the intermediary of inter
national organizations and bodies. Without prejudice to other cooperation mechanisms, the Parties agree that the Coord
ination and Cooperation Mechanism on Drugs between the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean shall
also be used for this purpose.
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The Parties shall cooperate in this area to implement in particular:

(a) programmes to prevent drug abuse, especially in vulnerable and high risk groups;
(b) projects to train, educate, treat and rehabilitate drug addicts and their reintegration into society;
(c) projects favouring harmonization of legislation and action in this field in Central America;
(d) joint research programmes;
(e) measures and cooperation activities aimed at encouraging alternative development, in particular, the promotion of
legal crops of small producers;
(f) measures to control trade in precursor and essential products equivalent to those adopted by the European Com
munity and the competent international bodies;
(g) measures to reduce illicit drug supply, including training in administrative control systems to avoid the deviation of
chemical precursors, and control of related crimes.

Article 48
Cooperation in combating money laundering and related crime
1.
The Parties agree to cooperate in preventing the use of their financial systems for laundering proceeds arising from
criminal activities in general and drug trafficking in particular.
2.
This cooperation shall include administrative and technical assistance aimed at the development and implementa
tion of regulations and the efficient functioning of suitable standards and mechanisms. In particular, cooperation shall
allow exchanges of relevant information and the adoption of appropriate standards to combat money laundering
comparable to those adopted by the European Community and the international bodies active in this area, such as the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF), and the United Nations. Cooperation at regional level shall be encouraged.

Article 49
Cooperation on migration
1.
The Parties reaffirm the importance of joint management of migration flows between their territories. With a view
to strengthening cooperation, the Parties shall establish a comprehensive dialogue on all migration-related issues,
including illegal migration, smuggling and trafficking of human beings, and refugee flows. Migration concerns should be
included in the national strategies for economic and social development of the countries of origin, transit and destination
of migrants.
2.
Cooperation shall acknowledge that migration is a phenomenon and that different perspectives should be analysed
and discussed in order to address this fact in accordance with relevant applicable international, Community, and national
legislation. It will, in particular, focus on:
(a) the root causes of migration;
(b) the development and implementation of national legislation and practices as regards international protection, with a
view to satisfying the provisions of the Geneva Convention of 1951 on the status of refugees, and of the Protocol of
1967, and other relevant regional and international instruments to ensure the respect of the principle of ‘non-refou
lement’;
(c) the admission rules, as well as rights and status of persons admitted, fair treatment and integration policies for all
legally residing non-nationals, education and training and measures against racism and xenophobia and all applicable
provisions regarding human rights of migrants;
(d) the establishment of an effective and preventive policy against illegal immigration. It shall also focus on smuggling
of migrants and trafficking of human beings including the issue of ways to combat networks and criminal organiza
tions of smugglers and traffickers and to protect the victims of such trafficking;
(e) the return, under humane and dignified conditions, of persons residing illegally and their readmission, in accordance
with paragraph 3;
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(f) the field of visas, on issues identified as being of mutual interest;
(g) the field of border controls, on issues related to organization, training, best practices and other operational measures
on the ground and where relevant, equipment, while being aware of the potential dual use of such equipment.
3.
In the framework of the cooperation to prevent and control illegal immigration, the Parties also agree to readmit
their illegal migrants. To this end:
— Each Central American country shall, upon request and without further formalities, readmit any of its nationals illeg
ally present on the territory of a Member State of the European Union, provide their nationals with appropriate iden
tity documents and extend to them the administrative facilities necessary for such purposes;
— Each Member State of the European Union shall, upon request and without further formalities, readmit any of its
nationals illegally present on the territory of a Central American Country, provide their nationals with appropriate
identity documents and extend to them the administrative facilities necessary for such purposes;
The Parties agree to conclude, upon request and as soon as possible, an agreement regulating specific obligations for
Member States of the European Union and the Central American countries on readmission. This agreement will also
address the issue of readmission of nationals of other countries and stateless persons.
For this purpose, the term ‘Parties’ shall mean the Community, any of its Member States and any Central American
Country.
Article 50
Cooperation in the field of counter-terrorism
The Parties reaffirm the importance of the fight against terrorism and, in accordance with international conventions,
relevant UN resolutions and with their respective legislation and regulations, agree to cooperate in the prevention and
suppression of acts of terrorism. They shall do so in particular:
(a) in the framework of the full implementation of Resolution 1373 of the UN Security Council and other relevant UN
resolutions, international conventions and instruments;
(b) by exchange of information on terrorist groups and their support networks in accordance with international and
national law; and
(c) by exchange of views on the means and methods used to counter terrorism, including in technical fields and training
and by exchange of experience in terrorism prevention.
TITLE IV
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 51
Means
1.
With the aim of contributing to fulfilling the cooperation objectives set out in this Agreement, the Parties commit
themselves to providing, within the limits of their capacities and through their own channels, the appropriate resources,
including financial resources. In this context, the Parties shall approve, to the extent possible, a pluriannual programme
and establish priorities, taking into consideration the needs and level of development of the Central American countries.
2.
The Parties shall take all appropriate measures to promote and facilitate the European Investment Bank's activities
in Central America in accordance with its own procedures and financing criteria and with their laws and regulations,
and without prejudice to the powers of their competent authorities.
3.
The Central American Countries shall grant facilities and guarantees to European Community experts and exonera
tion of taxes on imports for cooperation activities in accordance with the Framework Conventions signed between the
European Community and each Central American Country.
Article 52
Institutional Framework
1.
The Parties agree to retain the Joint Committee, established pursuant to the 1985 Central America-EC Cooperation
Agreement and retained by the 1993 Framework Cooperation Agreement.
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2.
The Joint Committee shall be responsible for the general implementation of the Agreement. It shall also discuss
any question affecting economic relations between the Parties, including with individual Member Countries of Central
America.
3.
The agendas for Joint Committee meetings shall be set by mutual agreement. The Committee shall itself establish
provisions concerning the frequency and location of its meetings, chairmanship, and other issues that may arise, and
shall, where necessary, set up sub-committees.
4.
A Joint Consultative Committee, consisting of representatives of the Consultative Committee of the Central Amer
ican Integration System (CC-SICA) and the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), shall be established in
order to assist the Joint Committee to promote dialogue with economic and social organizations of civil society.
5.
The Parties encourage the European Parliament and the Central American Parliament (Parlacen) to establish an
Inter-parliamentarian Committee, in the framework of this Agreement, in accordance with their constitutional laws.
Article 53
Definition of the Parties
For the purposes of this Agreement, ‘the Parties’ shall mean the Community, its Member States or the Community and
its Member States, within their respective areas of competence, as derived from the Treaty establishing the European
Community, on the one hand, and the Republics of Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and
Panama, on the other, in accordance with their respective spheres of competence. The Agreement shall also apply to
measures taken by any state, regional or local authorities within the territories of the Parties.
Article 54
Entry into force
1.
This Agreement shall enter into force on the first day of the month following that in which the Parties notify each
other of completion of the procedures necessary for this purpose.
2.
Notifications shall be sent to the Secretary-General of the Council of the European Union, who shall be the deposi
tory of this Agreement.
3.
From the date of its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 1, this Agreement shall replace the Framework
Cooperation Agreement of 1993.
Article 55
Duration
1.
This Agreement shall be valid indefinitely. In this context, and as stated in Article 2(3) of this Agreement, the
Parties recall the Madrid Declaration of 17 May 2002.
2.
Either Party may give written notice to the other of its intention to denounce this Agreement. Denunciation shall
take effect six months after notification to the other Party.
Article 56
Fulfilment of the obligations
1.
The Parties shall adopt any general or specific measures required for them to fulfil their obligations under this
Agreement and shall ensure that they comply with the objectives laid down in this Agreement.
2.
If one of the Parties considers that the other Party has failed to fulfil an obligation under this Agreement it may
take appropriate measures. Before doing so, it must supply the Joint Committee within 30 days with all the relevant
information required for a thorough examination of the situation with a view to seeking a solution acceptable to the
Parties.
In this selection of measures, priority must be given to those which least disturb the functioning of this Agreement.
These measures shall be notified immediately to the Joint Committee and shall be the subject of consultations in the
Committee if the other Party so requests.
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3.
By way of derogation from paragraph 2, any Party may immediately take appropriate measures in accordance with
international law in case of:
(a) denunciation of this Agreement not sanctioned by the general rules of international law;
(b) violation by the other Party of the essential elements of this Agreement referred to in Article 1(1).
The other Party may ask that an urgent meeting be called to bring the Parties together within 15 days for a thorough
examination of the situation with a view to seeking a solution acceptable to the Parties.

Article 57
Future developments
1.
The Parties may mutually agree to extend this Agreement with the aim of broadening and supplementing its scope
in accordance with their respective legislation, by concluding agreements on specific sectors or activities in the light of
the experience gained during its implementation.
2.
No opportunities for cooperation shall be ruled out in advance. The Parties may use the Joint Committee to
explore practical possibilities for cooperation in their mutual interest.
3.
As regards the implementation of this Agreement, either Party may make suggestions designed to expand co
operation in all areas, taking into account the experience acquired during the implementation thereof.

Article 58
Data protection
For the purposes of the present Agreement, the Parties agree to accord a high level of protection to the processing of
personal and other data, compatible with the highest international standards.

Article 59
Territorial application
This Agreement shall apply, on the one hand, to the territories in which the Treaty establishing the European Com
munity is applied and under the conditions laid down in that Treaty, and, on the other hand, to the territories of the
Republics of Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama.

Article 60
Authentic texts
This Agreement is drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portu
guese, Spanish and Swedish languages, each of these texts being equally authentic.
Hecho en Roma, el quince de diciembre del dos mil tres.
Udfærdiget i Rom den femtende december to tusind og tre.
Geschehen zu Rom am fünfzehnten Dezember zweitausendunddrei.
'Εγινε στη Ρώμη, στις δέκα πέντε Δεκεμβρίου dύο χιλιάδες τρία.
Done in Rome on the fifteenth day of December in the year two thousand and three.
Fait à Rome, le quinze décembre deux mille trois.
Fatto a Roma, addi' quindici dicembre duemilatre.
Gedaan te Rome, de vijftiende december tweeduizenddrie.
Feito em Roma, em quinze de Dezembro de dois mil e três.
Tehty Roomassa viidentenätoista päivänä joulukuuta vuonna kaksituhattakolme.
Som skedde i Rom den femtonde december tjugohundratre.
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Pour le Royaume de Belgique
Voor het Koninkrijk België
Für das Königreich Belgien

Cette signature engage également la Communauté française, la Communauté flamande, la Communauté germanophone, la Région
wallonne, la Région flamande et la Région de Bruxelles-Capitale.
Deze handtekening verbindt eveneens de Vlaamse Gemeenschap, de Franse Gemeenschap, de Duitstalige Gemeenschap, het Vlaamse
Gewest, het Waalse Gewest en het Brussels Hoofdstedelijk Gewest.
Diese Unterschrift bindet zugleich die Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft, die Flämische Gemeinschaft, die Französische Gemeinschaft, die
Wallonische Region, die Flämische Region und die Region Brüssel-Hauptstadt.

På Kongeriget Danmarks vegne

Für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Για την Ελληνική Δημοκρατία

Por el Reino de España

Pour la République française
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Thar cheann Na hÉireann
For Ireland

Per la Repubblica italiana

Pour le Grand-Duché de Luxembourg

Voor het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden

Für die Republik Österreich

Pela República Portuguesa
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Suomen tasavallan puolesta

För Konungariket Sverige

For the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

Por la Comunidad Europea
For Det Europæiske Fællesskab
Für die Europäische Gemeinschaft
Για την Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα
For the European Community
Pour la Communauté européenne
Per la Comunità europea
Voor de Europese Gemeenschap
Pela Comunidade Europeia
Euroopan yhteisön puolesta
På Europeiska gemenskapens vägnar

Por la República de Costa Rica

Por la República de El Salvador
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Por la República de Guatemala

Por la República de Honduras

Por la República de Nicaragua

Por la República de Panamá
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ANNEX
EU UNILATERAL DECLARATIONS

Declaration of the Commission and the Council of the European Union on the clause concerning
the return and readmission of illegal migrants (article 49)
Article 49 shall be without prejudice to the internal division of powers between the European Community and its
Member States for the conclusion of readmission agreements.

Declaration of the Commission and the Council of the European Union on the clause concerning
the definition of the parties (article 53)
The provisions of this Agreement that fall within the scope of Part III, Title IV of the Treaty establishing the European
Community bind the United Kingdom and Ireland as separate Contracting Parties, and not as part of the European Com
munity, until the United Kingdom or Ireland (as the case may be) notifies the Central American Party that it has become
bound as part of the European Community in accordance with the Protocol on the position of the United Kingdom and
Ireland annexed to the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community. The same
applies to Denmark, in accordance with the Protocol annexed to those Treaties on the position of Denmark.

Joint declaration concerning Title II on Political Dialogue
The Parties agree that Belize, in its capacity as a full member of the Central American Integration System (SICA), shall
participate in the Political Dialogue.

